Ultrasonic trapping of microparticles in suspension and reaction monitoring using Raman microspectroscopy.
An ultrasonic standing wave around 2 MHz has been used for trapping and concentration of suspended micrometer-size particles in a flow cell, whereas Raman microspectroscopy was used as a nondestructive technique to provide molecular information about the trapped particles. With this approach, detection and discrimination of different polymer microparticles based on their characteristic Raman spectra was performed. Dextran, poly(vinyl alcohol), and melamine resin-based beads, with and without functionalization, were used for this purpose. Furthermore, taking advantage of the flow-through characteristics of the cell and the versatility of the employed flow system, full control over the media surrounding the trapped particles was achieved. This allowed us to perform chemical reactions on the trapped particles and to monitor spectral changes in real time. Here retention of cation-exchanger beads loaded with silver ions and subsequent reduction of the silver ions was demonstrated. In this way, surface-enhanced Raman (SER) active beads were prepared and retained in the focus of the Raman microscope by means of the ultrasonic field. Injection of analytes in the flow system thus allowed recording of their SER spectra. Using 9-aminoacridine, a linear dependence of the found SER signal in the range from 1 to 10 microM has been achieved. The repeatability in the recorded SER intensities was on the order of 4-5%. This included bead retention, surface-enhanced Raman layer synthesis, and analyte detection.